“There’s Nothing Wrong With
Biological Homosexuality”
I am not a homosexual, nor do I know any open homosexuals.
Yet, I have felt God’s call to study this issue very
carefully. Though at times in this essay, I may use strong
language, I am very open to reproof–which is partly how I got
to my position. I beg for us both to prayerfully submit
ourselves to God’s will.
The debate over homosexuality is posed to divide the Christian
church. However, a careful reading of Scripture reveals no
condemnation of biological attraction to one’s own gender (or
of two men or two women marrying), and all Christians, bearing
in mind the second greatest commandment, must therefore fight
against untruth and prejudice against homosexuality.
Especially if one has already become deeply convinced to think
that homosexuality is worthy of condemnation, this paper will
not be convincing. Yet, if read in a group that discusses it
calmly or read as if dialoguing with one’s own thoughts, this
paper should be very convincing. “Therefore, consider
carefully how you listen.”
I am using the word “homosexual” to mean a person biologically
attracted to his or her own gender–not a merely person who
engages in same gender sex. Perhaps the majority of science
will be overturned and such persons will be shown not to
exist. I cannot operate under such an assumption however, and
the burden of proof lies squarely on those would think in such
a manner.
[Long commentary on various scriptures edited out]
You base your argument on what I respectfully submit is a
faulty premise: “a careful reading of Scripture reveals no
condemnation of biological attraction to one’s own gender.”

I have two questions for you.
#1. Please point me to the empirical evidence for a biological
basis for homosexuality. I have been studying this issue for
several years and cannot find any. (I am already familiar with
the studies by LeVay, Bailey and Pillard.) I would be
especially interested in reading an explanation for the twin
studies where one identical twin identifies as gay and the
other as heterosexual. As Dr. Neil Whitehead points out, “If
an identical twin has same-sex attraction the chances the cotwin has it are only about 11% for men and 14% for women.” If
homosexuality were genetic, the correlation would be 100%.
#2. Why is it important for you to bring your agenda about
homosexuality to the scriptures, instead of allowing the
scripture to address the issue of homosexuality? Whenever
someone says (basically) “Yes, this is what it says, but
that’s not what it means,” I look for a presupposition that
affects the way they look at the text.
Thank you.
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